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Abstract. With the advent of the e-Economy, system architectures need to take
into account that Distribution and Mobility define a dimension that is not or-
thogonal to the traditional two — coordination and computation. In this paper,
we address the way that this additional dimension interferes with coordination.
First, we address the effectiveness of connectors in place in a system when the
properties of the media through which its components can be effectively coor-
dinated are taken into account. Then, we consider the modelling of coordination
styles that are location-dependent or even involve the management of the loca-
tion of the coordinated parties.

1 Introduction

Architecture-based approaches to the design and construction of software systems
focus on the gross modularisation of systems as collections of interacting compo-
nents. At the architecture level, the aspects related to distribution, such as the way the
system is supposed to be mapped into a network, are not usually addressed. This con-
forms with traditional forms of distributed systems that consider that the environment
where a system executes — the physical nodes and links — is statically configured,
the distribution of the system over these nodes is also static and that all forms of
communication and access to resources can be provided (directly or indirectly) by the
operating system or the middleware.

With the advent of Mobile Computing in wide and ad-hoc networks, new forms of
distributed systems come into play. In mobile computing systems, components are
entitled to move across a network that is not necessarily statically determined. The
network itself may be constituted by mobile nodes without a fixed infrastructure and,
hence, their connectivity may change over time. In this situation, it is no longer rea-
sonable to abstract away from component location and the properties of the physical
distribution topology of locations and communication infrastructure. This is particu-
larly true at the architectural level. For instance, in architectures that are structured in
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terms of components and connectors [1][2], it is no longer possible to assume that the
coordination mechanisms put in place through connectors can be made effective
across the physical links that connect the hosts of the components in the underlying
network. Another reason to address the distribution and mobility dimension of sys-
tems at an architectural level is the fact that this third dimension (together with com-
putation and coordination) is an additional source of complexity in system develop-
ment and, hence, should be addressed at the highest possible level of abstraction.
Therefore, concepts and techniques are needed to support the description of the as-
pects related to distribution and mobility at the architectural level of software design.

As a first step towards the more ambitious goal of having an architectural approach
to distribution and mobility, we have been investigating the addition of this new di-
mension to the architectural framework that we developed in the past [9].  In our first
step in this direction [11], an extension of CommUnity was proposed in order to sup-
port the description of the distribution and mobility dimension of systems. This exten-
sion was developed having in mind the goal of being able to represent distribution and
mobility explicitly in architectures. In spite of its apparent simplicity, this goal com-
prises many different aspects that result from the different ways computation, coordi-
nation and mobility can interfere. For instance, in what concerns the interference
between computation and mobility, we have already shown that patterns of distribu-
tion and mobility of components, or groups of components, can be explicitly repre-
sented in architectural descriptions through what we have called distribution connec-
tors, similarly to the way coordination connectors represent component interactions.

In this paper we will explore the interference between coordination and mobility,
in particular the emergence of several new abstractions for program interaction such
as transient interaction (e.g., transient variable sharing) [13] and code mobility (e.g.,
remote evaluation and mobile agents) [5]. We will show that these coordination con-
structs, that facilitate component interactions in mobile systems, can be modelled as
coordination connectors, and used in systems architectures together with the connec-
tors that model traditional communication primitives such as asynchronous communi-
cation and remote procedure call. We shall also address the impact on system archi-
tecture of the properties of the locations in which components perform their computa-
tions and the properties of the media through which their interconnections can be
effectively coordinated.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the extension we
have proposed for CommUnity. It encompasses an extension of the program design
language in order to support the design of components that have location-dependent
patterns of computing, namely mobile components, an extension of the primitive
mechanisms that support program interaction, and the definition of program composi-
tion in this context. Then, in section 3, we shall illustrate how coordination mecha-
nisms put in place through coordination connectors can become ineffective and need
to be replaced with ones that are compatible with the connection topology among the
components available at physical level. Then, section 4 shows how some of the new
forms of coordination raised by mobility can be expressed as coordination connectors
and used in systems architectures. Section 5 closes the paper with some conclusions.
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2 The CommUnity framework

CommUnity, introduced in [6], is a parallel program design language that is similar to
Unity [3] in its computational model but adopts a different coordination model.
CommUnity relies on the sharing (synchronisation) of actions and exchange of data
through input and output channels and, moreover, it requires interactions between
components to be made explicit. In CommUnity, the separation between “computa-
tion” and “coordination” is taken to an extreme in the sense that the definition of the
individual components of a system is completely separated from the interconnections
through which these components interact.

Syntax

CommUnity was recently extended in order to support the design of the distribution
and mobility dimension of systems [11]. It adopts an explicit representation of the
space within which movement takes place, but no specific notion of space is assumed.
This is achieved by considering that “space” is constituted by the set of possible val-
ues of a special data type Loc included in a fixed data type specification over which
components are designed. The data sort Loc models the positions of the space in a
way that is considered to be adequate for the particular application domain in which
the system is or will be embedded. The only requirement that we make is for a special
location –⊥ – to be distinguished (its role will be discussed further below).

In order to model systems that are location-aware, we make explicit how system
“constituents” (output and private channels, actions, or any group of these) are
mapped to the positions of the space statically determined by Loc. This is achieved by
associating each “constituent” of a system with a location variable. Mobility is then
associated with the change of value of location variables.

A CommUnity design is defined in terms of input and output location variables
(resp. denoted by lI, lO), input, ouput and private channels (resp. denoted by I, O and
V) and a set of action names (Γ).

Channels. Private channels model internal communication. Input channels are used
for reading data from the environment of the component and the component has no
control on the values that are made available there. Output channels allow the envi-
ronment to read data produced by the component. Each channel v is typed with a sort
sort(v). We shall use X to denote I∪ O∪ V.

Location Variables. Location variables (locations, for short) in a component de-
sign can be declared as input or output in the same way as channels but are all typed
with sort Loc. Input locations are read from the environment and cannot be modified
by the component. Hence, if l∈ lI, the movement of any constituent located at l is
under the control of the environment. Output locations (lO) can only be modified
locally but can be read by the environment. Hence, if l∈ lO, the movement of any
constituent located at l is under the control of the component.

Each local channel x of a design is associated with a location l. We make this as-
signment explicit by writing x@l. The value of l indicates the current position of the
space where the values of x are made available. A modification in the value of l en-
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tails the movement of x as well as of the other channels and actions located at that
location variable.

Input channels are located at a special output location λ  whose value is invariant
and given by ⊥ . The intuition is that this location variable is a non-commitment to any
particular location. The idea is that input channels will be assigned a location when
connected with a specific output channel of some other component of the system.
Every channel x is associated with a set of locations Λ(x) which is {λ} if x is an input
channel and is {l,λ} in the case of an output channel x@l. We shall use L to denote the
pointed set of locations (lI∪ lO)λ and local(X,L) to denote the union V∪ O∪ lO of local
channels and locations.

Actions. Actions can be declared either as private or shared. Private actions repre-
sent internal computations in the sense that their execution is uniquely under the con-
trol of the component. Shared actions represent possible interactions between the
component and the environment, meaning that their execution is also under the con-
trol of the environment. As we will see, actions provide points of rendez-vous at
which components can synchronise.

Each action name g is associated with a set Λ(g) of locations including λ, meaning
that the execution of action g is distributed over those locations. In other words, the
execution of g consists of the synchronous execution of a guarded command in each
of these locations. Guarded commands are associated with located actions, i.e. pairs
g@l, for l∈Λ (g), as follows:
•  D(g@l) is a subset of local(X,L) consisting of the local channels into which exe-

cutions of the action can place values and of the locations to which the action can
inflict movement. This is what is sometimes called the write frame of g@l. For
simplicity, we will often omit the explicit reference to the write frame when
D(g@l) can be inferred from the assignments. Given a private or output channel v,
we will also denote by D(v) the set of actions g@l such that v∈ D(g@l). The fact
that the special location λ  is invariant is ensured by the condition D(λ)=∅ . We
denote by F(g@l) the frame of g@l, i.e., the channels that are in D(g@l) or used
in G(g@l).

•  G(g@l) is the guard condition.

•  R(g@l) is a conditional multiple assignment on the local channels and locations
declared  in D(g@l). When the write frame D(g@l) is empty, R(g@l) is denoted
by skip.

When a design does not explicitly refer the guarded command associated with
g@λ, this is because it is the empty command [true → skip]. In this way, every stan-
dard CommUnity design (location-unaware) defines trivially a distributed design: the
one that has all its actions and channels located at λ.

Variations in the context of execution of a mobile system are not limited to the lo-
cations of its components and respective hosts. It is important that other observables,
s.a. network bandwidth, battery power or the communication range, can be used at the
programming level. In CommUnity, we have only a construct inrange:Loc->bool that
allows a program to observe if a given position of the space is in its communication
range.
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Semantics

We assumed that the distribution space is constituted by the set of possible values of a
given data sort Loc. We consider that, once we fix an algebra U for the data types,
namely a domain ULoc for Loc, the relevant properties of the mobility space are cap-
tured by two binary relations over ULoc:

•  A relation bt s.t. n bt m means that n and m are positions in the space “in touch”
with each other. Interactions among components can only take place when they
are located in positions that are “in touch” with one another. Because the special
location variable λ intends to be a position to locate entities that can communicate
with any other entity in a location-transparent manner, we require that the value of
λ is always set at configuration time as being ⊥ U and, furthermore, ⊥ U bt m, for
every m∈ ULoc.

•  A relation reach s.t. n reach m means that position n is reachable from m. Permis-
sion to move a component or a group of components is conceded when the new
position “is reachable” from the current one.

In general, the topology of locations is dynamic and, hence, the operational se-
mantics for a program is given in terms of an infinite sequence of relations
(bti,reachi)i∈ N. At each execution step, one of the actions that can be executed is cho-
sen and executed.  The conditions under which a distributed action g can be executed
at time i are the following:

1. for every l1,l2∈Λ (g), [l1]
i bti [l2]

i: the execution of g involves the synchronisation
of  its local actions and, hence, their locations have to be in touch.

2. for every l∈Λ (g), g@l can be executed, i.e.,
 i. for every x∈ F(g@l),  [l]i bti [Λ(x)]i: the execution of g@l requires that every

channel in the frame of g@l can be accessed and, hence, l has to be in touch
with their locations.

 ii. for every location  l1∈ D(g@l) and m∈ [R(g)]i(l1), m reachi [l1]
i: if a location

l1 can be effected  by the execution of g@l, then every possible new value of
l1 must be a position reachable from the current one.

 iii. the local guard G(g@l) evaluates to true
where [e]i denotes the value of the expression e at time i. In the case of expressions e
involving inrange(exp), the value of [e]i also  depends on the location l where the
expression is being evaluated and is defined by [l]i bt [exp]i.

Given this, when, in an execution step, one of the actions whose enabling condition
holds of the current state is selected, its assignments are executed atomically as a
transaction. Furthermore, it is guaranteed that private actions that are infinitely often
enabled are selected infinitely often.

Interaction and Composition

The primitive mechanisms that support component interaction in CommUnity are the
synchronisation of actions and the interconnection of input channels of a component
with output channels of other components. The extension of the language with a dis-
tribution dimension also entails the definition of mechanisms that support the interac-
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tion of designs at the level of their locations. Such mechanisms are essentially the
interconnection of input locations of a component with output locations of other com-
ponents.

In CommUnity, interactions between components have to be made explicit and
external to the components by providing the name bindings that express input/output
communication and action synchronisation. This externalisation of interactions can be
expressed via the following notion of morphism:

Given designs Pi with channels Xi, actions Γi and locations Li, a morphism σ: P1→P2

consists of a total function σch: X1→X2, , 
a partial mapping σac: Γ2→Γ1 and a total

function σlc: L1→L2 that preserves the pointed element (λ), satisfying:
1. for every x∈ X1and l∈ L1:

a.  sort2(σch(x))=sort1(x)     b.   if x∈ out(X1) (prv(X1)) then σ ch(x)∈ out(X2)
(prv(X2))     c.  if x∈ in(X1) then σch(x)∈ out(X2)∪ in(X2)     d.  if l∈ outloc(L1)
then  σlc(l)∈ outloc(L2)     e.   σlc(Λ1(x))⊆Λ 2(σch(x))

2. for every g∈Γ 2 s.t. σac(g)  is defined:

a.   if g∈ sh(Γ2) (prv(Γ2)) then σac(g)∈ sh(Γ1) (prv(Γ1))                             
b.    σlc(Λ1(σac(g)))⊆Λ 2(g)

3. for every  g∈Γ 2 s.t. σac(g) is defined and l∈σ lc
 −1(Λ(g)):

a. σch(D1(σac(g)@l))⊆ D2(g@σlc(l)) b. σac(D2(σ(x)))⊆ D1(x) for x∈ local(X1,L1)
c. Φ‚R2(g@σlc(l))⊃  σ(R1(σac(g)@l))  d. Φ‚G2(g@σlc(l))⊃σ (G1(σac(g)@l)

where ‚   means validity in the first-order sense taken over the axiomatisation Φ of
the underlying data types (which includes the location space). Designs and mor-
phisms constitute a category DSGN.

This notion of morphism extends what in the literature on parallel program design
is known as superposition [4][10][8] by taking the distribution aspects into account. A
morphism σ: P1→P2 identifies a way in which P1 is “augmented” to become P2 so
that it can be considered as having been obtained from P2 through the superposition of
additional behaviour, namely the interconnection of one or more components.  In
other words, σ identifies P1 as a component of P2.

The map σ ch identifies for every channel of the component the corresponding
channel of the system. The first group of constraints establish that sorts and types of
channels have to be preserved but input channels of a component may become output
channels of the system.

The partial mapping σac identifies the action of the component that is involved in
each action of the system, if ever. This mapping is partial and contravariant to account
for the fact that, on the one hand, superposition may unfold actions of the original
program and, on the other hand, new actions may be added. Condition 2.a states that
the type of actions is preserved.

The map σ lc identifies for every location variable of the component the corre-
sponding location variable of the system. As for channels, output locations are
mapped into output locations but input locations of a component may become output
locations of the system as the result of interconnecting an input location of a compo-
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nent with an output location of another component. Conditions 1.e and 2.b state that
the locations of channels and actions are preserved.

Conditions 3.a and b require that change within a component be completely encap-
sulated in the structure of actions defined for the component, namely they ensure that
the actions of a component leave the local channels and locations of the other compo-
nents out of their scope.

The last two conditions require that the computations performed by the system re-
flect the interconnections established between its components. Condition 3.c reflects
the fact that the effects of the actions of the components can only be preserved or
made more deterministic in the system and condition 3.d allows the guard of the ac-
tion to be strengthened but not weakened. Strengthening of the guard reflects the fact
that all the components that participate in the execution of a joint action have to give
their permission for the action to occur.

In the next sections several examples illustrate the way these morphisms can be
used for establishing interconnections and the way diagrams in the category DSGN
define systems configurations. The semantics of a system configuration is given by a
categorical construction: the colimit of the underlying diagram. Taking the colimit of
a diagram collapses the configuration into an object by internalising all the intercon-
nections and distribution aspects, thus delivering a design for the system as a whole.
Colimits in CommUnity capture a generalised notion of parallel composition in which
the designer makes explicit what interconnections are used between components:

•  channels and locations involved in each i/o-communication established by the
configuration are amalgamated;

•  every set {g1,…,gn} of actions that are synchronised is represented by a single
action g1||…||gn whose occurrence captures the joint execution of the actions in the
set. The transformations performed by the joint action are distributed over the lo-
cations of the synchronised actions. Each located action g1||…||gn@l is specified by
the conjunction of the specifications of the local effects of each of the synchro-
nised actions gi that is distributed over l, and the guards of joint actions are also
obtained through the conjunction of the guards specified by the components.

3 Effectiveness of Coordination Connectors

In structural models of Software Architecture, i.e., models that share the view that
system architectures are structured in terms of components and coordination connec-
tors, the properties of the physical distribution topology of locations and communica-
tion links are not usually taken into account. It is assumed that the physical links
(“wires”) that enable communication between hosts in the underlying communication
network are fixed and statically determined. Consequently, these models rely on the
fact that the coordination mechanisms put in place through connectors can be made
effective across the wires that link the components’ hosts.

When mobility comes to play, for instance in contexts where physical mobility of
computation hosts, such as laptops, exists, the wired or wireless physical links that
enable communication between hosts can change. Furthermore, the ability of a com-
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ponent to communicate with others is influenced by its location because of the barri-
ers to communication that are erected in communication networks by system manag-
ers. Finally, the communication network is also subject to frequent changes.

In this section, we use an example of a client-server system to show that when the
distribution aspects of systems are addressed at the architectural level, it is necessary
to take into account the properties of the network communication infrastructure in
order to understand whether the coordination connectors in place are effective or have
to be replaced with ones that are compatible with the topology of distribution avail-
able at physical level.

For developing the example, we use the CommUnity architectural framework. In
particular, we shall made use of distribution connectors that were proposed in [11],
through which the mechanisms that define the distribution topology of systems can be
externalised and explicitly represented in system architectures.

We consider a very simple client-server system. As usual in this kind of systems,
the server exports a service that the client may request at some point in its execution.
The service is the calculation of f(v,x) for a certain function f,  where v is a resource
local to the server and x is a value given by the client.

In CommUnity, clients and servers can be modelled as follows.

design server is
in x: T
out r: T
prv v: T’, lx: T, s: [0..2]
do req: [s=0→lx:=x!s:=1]
[] serv:[s=1→r:=f(v,lx)!s:=2]
[] ret: [s=2→s:=0]
[] chg: [true→v:∈ T’]

design client is
in res: T
out val: T
prv rq, inp: bool
do req:[¬rq∧ inp→rq:=true ""!

inp:=false]
[] read: [rq → rq:=false]
[] prv prod:[¬inp→inp:=true!val:∈ T]

In server, it is modelled that a server repeatedly accepts requests, executes the
service and returns the result. Moreover, its resource v may be updated at any time
through the execution of action chg. In client, the typical behaviour of a client is mod-
elled, ignoring for the moment the details of its internal computation: First, it pro-
duces the data needed for the service, then it requests the service and, finally, it reads
the result.

It remains to describe the way the client and the server interact. There are several
possibilities; we start by considering the exchange of messages through synchronous
communication. In other words, the client and the server must synchronise first for the
transmission of the request’s data and then again for the transmission of the result.

In order to achieve this form of interaction, we have to make explicit the synchro-
nisation of the actions req of client and server, the synchronisation of actions read of
client and ret of server, and the i/o interconnection of the channels used for the trans-
mission of the service’s parameter and result. Such interconnections can be described
by the following diagram in the category DSGN,

client Sync  server
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  comm             comm

 client         design sync is           server
 in  i1,i2:T
 do  ac1:[true→skip]
 []    ac2:[true→skip]

where comm consists of two input variables to model the medium through which data
is to be transmitted between the client and the server, and two shared actions for the
two components to synchronise in order to transmit the data. Because names in
CommUnity are local, the identities of the shared input variables and the shared ac-
tions in comm are not relevant: they are just placeholders for the projections to define
the relevant bindings.  Hence, we normally do not bother to give them explicit names,
and represent them through the symbol •.

This architectural description of the client-server system abstracts away how the
system is supposed to be distributed on the nodes of a network (every design consid-
ered so far is location-unaware) and takes for granted that the synchronous communi-
cation between the client and the server can be made effective. This can be easily
confirmed by analysing the design of the system as a whole, obtained by taking the
colimit of its configuration diagram. Such design has, for instance, the joint action

req|req:[¬rq∧ inp∧ s=0 →rq:=true ""!inp:=false "!lx:=val!s:=1]

that models the synchronous execution of actions req of client and server. This action
is enabled provided that enabling conditions of both actions evaluate to true. Nothing
else is required, even though the execution of req by server involves the reading of
val, a resource local to the client.

Let us now suppose that the server exists at a fixed location — hosts, which is a
node in a subnet protected by a firewall. That is to say, there exists a filter node and
every external communication with hosts has to pass through it. If the client exists in
a node hostc that is not in this subnet, then it is not realistic to expect that the coordi-
nation of the client and the server put in place through the connector Sync is effective.
Such distribution aspects of the client-server system can be explicitly modelled as
follows,

      dist               dist

fixed(hostc)  client@l     server@l         fixed(hosts)

where

– fixed(hostc) and fixed(hosts) are instances of a parameterised design  fixed(v:Loc)
that consists of an output location named lf that is constrained to be initialised at
configuration time (i.e. when this component is included in the configuration of
the system being built) with a value denoted by v.

–  client@l (resp., server@l) denotes the design client (resp., server) augmented
with an input location variable l, where every action and local channel of client
(resp., server) is located.

val←•→i1
res←•→i2
req→•←ac1
read→•←ac2

i1←•→x
i2←•→r

ac1→•←req
ac2→•←ret

lf←•→l  l←•→lf
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In this way, it is specified that components client and server are bound statically to
the network nodes identified by hostc and hosts, respectively. In what concerns the
connector Sync , namely its glue, our design decision was to keep it location-
transparent. This choice is justified by the fact that sync does not perform any com-
putation but simply provides a pure coordination function just like an ideal, neutral
“cable”. In the system architecture, this does not need to be specified because every
constituent of a design is by default considered to be located at the distinguished lo-
cation variable λ.

It is assumed that hosts, hostc and filter are constants of type Loc. This data type in
this case has no other requirements that to have these constants and the axioms
hosts≠hostc, hosts≠filter, hostc≠filter, that ensure that the three hosts are actually
different.

By adopting a simple box-and-line notation, the architecture of the system can be
represented below. Notice that, in this architecture, we achieved the envisaged sepa-
ration between the individual software components of the system, the coordination
connector through which they interact, and the mechanisms that are responsible for
the distribution topology of the system.

A design of the system as a whole, where all interconnections and distribution as-
pects are internalised (obtained by taking the colimit of the underlying diagram) is
given by client-sync-server. This design exposes clearly the system dependence on
the properties of the communication infrastructure that is available at physical levels,
namely the links that connect hostc and hosts in the underlying network.

design client-sync-server is
outloc lc, ls
inv lc=chost ∧ ls=shost
out val@lc, res@ls: T
prv req@lc, inp@lc: bool, v@ls: T’, lx@ls: T, s@ls: [0..2]
do req|req@lc:[¬rq∧ inp →rq:=true! inp:=false]
     @ls:[s=0 → lx:=val!s:=1]
[] serv@ls:[s=1→res:=f(v,lx)!s:=2]
[] read|ret@lc:[rq→rq:=false]
[]         @ls:[s=2→s:=0]
[] prv prod@lc:[¬inp →inp:=true!val:∈ T]
[] chg@ls:[true→v:∈ T’]

In the situation described previously, hosts is in a subnet protected by a firewall
and every external communication to hosts has to pass through filter node. This
means that the current relation be in touch has the following property:

 for every n∈ ULoc,  if (hostsU bt n) then n=⊥ U or n∈ FW  or n=filterU

where FW ⊆ ULoc represents the set of nodes of the subnet protected by the firewall.
Given that hostcU∉ FW, we have that ¬ (hostsU b t hostcU) and, hence, we may con-
clude that, in client-sync-server, once the client produces the data for the service, the
issue of the request gets blocked and the system enters a deadlock. This clearly con-

client Sync

fixed(hostc)

 server

fixed(hosts)
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firms that the connector in place in the system is currently not effective and that a
connector compatible with the current distribution topology has to be used instead.
Moreover, it points out the importance of being able to make systems evolve through
dynamic reconfiguration in response to changes in the topology of the network.

4 New Patterns of Coordination

In the context of the separation of computation and coordination supported by archi-
tecture-based approaches, the distributed and mobile dimension of systems is also
reflected on the kind of the coordination constructs that are appropriate and should be
available for component interconnection.

On the one hand, the advent of mobility calls for new abstractions for component
interaction that facilitate systems design. The fact that components may move across a
network of locations demands the adoption of coordination styles that are location-
dependent. Transient interaction, for instance, is a form of interaction that is condi-
tional on the relative positions of components. More precisely, interaction is limited
to the situations in which the components are in the communication range of each
other.

On the other hand, the opportunities made available by technological developments
have been explored and have led to new programming paradigms and new conceptual
mechanisms for structuring systems. For instance, mobile code paradigms such as
Remote Evaluation and Mobile Agents became very popular in the design of distrib-
uted applications. As mentioned in [14], coordination no longer involves just commu-
nication, it may also involve the management of the locations of the coordinated par-
ties.

Our aim in this section is to show, by means of examples, that at an architectural
level of design, such new abstractions for coordination can be formally specified as
connectors and used in systems architectures together with the connectors that model
traditional coordination primitives. Furthermore, we shall also show how in situations
in which coordination encompasses both  communication and relocation, the design
of these aspects can be carried out independently.

When Coordination is Location-dependent

Transient variable sharing is a context-dependent pattern of interaction proposed in
[13] as a variant of traditional variable sharing, which is suitable for mobile comput-
ing systems that are subject to frequent disconnections. Roughly speaking, it is based
on variable sharing limited to the situations in which the components are in the com-
munication range of each other.

In CommUnity, read-only sharing of variables is supported through I/O intercon-
nection of variables. For instance, the interconnection of an input variable y of design
R with the output variable x of design W establishes that the value of y is read from x.
If, for instance, W is a mobile component, the reading of variable x is conditioned by
the “connectivity” between W and R. The semantics defined for CommUnity designs
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ensures that, when W is out of the range of communication of R, every action of R that
needs to access the value of y gets blocked.

In read-only transient sharing, even while W is out of the range of communication
of R the value of y can be accessed. Of course, in this situation there is no way to
continue to guarantee that the value of y is given by x. Instead, the value of y is given
by the value of x on disconnection.

This form of transient sharing can be modelled through the binary coordination
connector TranSh with roles writer and reader and the glue transh.

design writer is design reader is
inloc lw inloc lr
out   x@lw: T in    y: T
do    wr@lw:[true→ x:∈ T]    do    read@lr:[true→skip]

The roles define the behaviour required of the components to which the connector
can be applied. For a writer, we require an action that models every kind of possible
operation on x. For a reader, we require an action that models the access to the input
variable y. This is because it is essential to know in which location this action is exe-
cuted.

The glue ensures that updates to x are propagated to y whenever the reader and the
writer are in contact with each other. Whenever the communication between the two
components is possible, transh prevents the writer from writing x before the previous
change of x has been propagated to y. In the other situations, lr is not in the range of
lw and, hence, y remains with the value of x at disconnection time.  On re-connection,
the value of x is sooner or later propagated to y. This is achieved through the execu-
tion of the action auto that is private to transh and, hence, subject to fairness require-
ments.

  comm       comm

writer           design transh is           reader
   inloc lw,lr
   in x:T
   out y@lr:T
   prv chg@lw:bool
   do write@lw:[¬chg→chg:=true]
   [] update@lr:[chg→y:=x!chg:=false]
   [] ignore@lr:[¬inrange(lw)→chg:=false]
   [] prv auto@lr:[y≠x→y:=x]

Synchronous execution of actions is another form of communication available in
many models of distributed systems that has also inspired a transient counterpart [13].
A simple form of transient synchronisation of an action a with an action b consists of
requiring the two actions to be executed synchronously whenever they are located at
connected hosts. When this is not the case, the two actions can be executed independ-
ently.

This form of transient synchronisation can be represented by a binary connector
with two identical roles — comp. This design simply identifies the action subject to
the synchronisation. The glue of the connector ensures the synchronous execution of

lw←•→lw
x←•→x

  wr→•←write

lr←•→lr
y←•→y
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the two actions whenever they are located in locations in contact with each other and
allows their independent execution in the other situations.

  comm       comm

design comp is        design transync is            design comp is
inloc l        inloc la,lb                   inloc l
do ac@l:[true→skip]  do a@la:[¬inrange(lb)→skip]   do ac@l:[true→skip]

    []  ab@la:[true→skip]
   @lb:[true→skip]

       []  b@lb:[¬inrange(la)→skip]

When Coordination requires Movement

The fact that the location of components becomes a first-class design element also
leads to new coordination patterns that explore the relocation of components, namely
Remote Evaluation (RE) [15]. Like transient sharing and transient synchronisation,
RE is a variant of the traditional client-server style of interaction.

Let us consider again the client-server system described in section 3. Recall that
the server offers a fixed service — the calculation of a certain function f, which de-
pends on some resource v that is local to the server. The server holds the know-how
needed to use the resource (the code that implements function f) as well as the re-
source involved in the service (the variable v). In RE, the server offers its resources
but it is the client that holds the code that describes how to perform the service. The
client needs to transmit the data and must provide the server with the code that im-
plements the service.

In this situation, the server simply has to be ready to cooperate with the client in
the execution of the service. It receives the request and then it allows the use of its
local resource, which can be locally changed at any time through the execution of
action chg. We further consider that the server is bound to the same location for it
whole life (see design re-server).

design re-server is
outloc l 
out v@l: T’ 
prv s@l: [0..2]
do req@l: [s=0→s:=1]
[] serv@l: [s=1→s:=0]
[] chg@l: [true→v:∈ T’]

design knowhow is
inloc l 
in v: T’, val:T
out res@l: T
prv lval@l:T, t@l: [0..3]
do get_val@l: [t=0→lval:=val!t:=1]
[] req@l: [t=1→t:=2 "]
[] serv@l: [t=2→res:=f(v,lval)!t:=3]
[] send_res@l: [t=3→t:=0]

The client in this case is slightly more complex because a part of it concerns the
know-how needed to use the server’s resource and has to be relocated in order to
achieve local interaction with the server. The simpler way of describing re-client is in
terms of a configuration involving a traditional client bound to a fixed location and a
design knowhow that encapsulates the portion of re-client that has to be moved. As
modelled above, knowhow repeatedly gets the data needed for the execution of the
service, requests the use of the server resource, uses the resource for the calculation of
f and returns the result. The configuration of re-client (see below) establishes that

l←•→lb
ac→•←a,ab

la←•→l
ab,b→•←ac
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knowhow and client exchange messages (service’s data and result) through synchro-
nous communication.

  comm             comm

    client@lc         design sync is           knowhow
 in  i1,i2:T
 do  ac1:[true→skip]
  []  ac2:[true→skip]

In RE, the coordination of re-client and re-server involves communication and
code migration. It is necessary to describe the movement of the subcomponent
knowhow of re-client that makes local interaction with the server possible and, once
there, the kind of communication it is used. These two dimensions of coordination can
be addressed and described separately.

In what concerns communication, RE does not entail a particular form communi-
cation. Message passing through synchronous communication or remote procedure
call are, for instance, possible choices. Hence, we use the connector Communication,
which models a generic bi-directional communication protocol in the sense that the
glue of this connector leaves completely unspecified the way in which messages are
processed and transmitted.  In this way, RE can be regarded as a parameterised entity
that takes the communication protocol as a parameter (similar to higher-order con-
nectors defined in [12]).

The pattern of migration of RE can be defined separately by the connector Migra-
tion below.

 comm             comm

       

   re-client             design migration is          re-server
inloc ls,lc 
outloc l 
do go@l:[true →l:=ls]
[] come@l:[true→l:=lc]

The glue carries out the relocation of knowhow in the server location as soon as it
gets the data needed for the service. Once knowhow has terminated the use of the
server resources, it returns to the client location. Then, the client may collect the re-
sult. Notice that this corresponds to the synchronous execution of actions send_res at
knowhow and read at client.  At this point, these two actions are co-located (i.e., lc
and l have the same value) and hence the location-guards of send_res and read are
both true.

Finally, by putting together the glues of Migration and Communication (without
any kind of interaction) as well as the underlying role connections, we obtain a de-
scription of RE as a coordination connector.

l←•→l
lc←•→lc

get_value→•←go
serv→•←come

ls←•→l

val←•→i1
res←•→i2
req→•←ac1
read→•←ac2

i1←•→val
i2←•→res

ac1→•←get_val
ac2→•←send_re

Communication
  re-server

  Migration

RE

re-client
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5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have addressed the interference of distribution and mobility with
coordination in the context of system architectures that are structured in terms of
components and connectors. By adopting an architectural framework that was ex-
tended in order to support the description of the distribution aspects of systems, we
have shown how the effectiveness of connectors in place in a system may depend on
the locations of the components that are being coordinated as well as on the properties
of the wires through which the coordination has to take place. In this situation, it is
essential that when connectors in place become ineffective, they can be replaced by
different ones. Support for describing this kind of evolution can be conceived in terms
of a dynamic reconfiguration language equipped with a set of observables including,
for instance, the component locations and the network topology (many other relevant
observables are identified in [3]). We plan to extend the reconfiguration language
developed for CommUnity architectures [17] in order to make systems evolve in
reaction to these new sources of change.

Furthermore, we have focused on new styles of coordination that rely on and use
the distribution/mobility dimension of systems. We have considered situations in
which the coordination patterns depend on the location of the coordinated parties or
even determine their relocation. We have shown that these new forms of coordination,
like the traditional ones, do not have to be programmed in the code of components.
They can be externalised as first class entities and superposed over other components
to regulate their behaviour or their location without intruding in the way they have
been implemented. In fact, components will not even know that they are being regu-
lated in the sense that the coordination is performed externally.

The examples we have analyzed also suggest that in the situations in which com-
munication, distribution and mobility, can be regarded as different dimensions of the
coordination pattern, these dimensions can be addressed separately and then com-
posed. This separation is important not only because it makes it easier to describe
complex interaction patterns and promotes reuse, but also addresses the evolutionary
dimension of systems.

Not every language supports the separation of concerns just described. CommU-
nity was developed precisely to illustrate how the separation between computation
and coordination can be supported by Formal Description Techniques. Moreover, the
extension with distribution and mobility (in contrast with a former extension pre-
sented in [16]) was developed having in mind the support required for the externali-
sation of the mechanisms that are responsible for managing the distribution topology
of systems. In [7], we have provided a mathematical characterisation of the language
features that the separation of computation and coordination requires. Future work is
going on to establish the corresponding extension taking into account distribution
dimension.
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